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CFV Series Constant Heat Sealer is equipped with a temperature controller complete with an extra long stand for added flexibility. CFV Series has been 

injection mould cast and electro static painted for durability.

Direct Heat Sealer / Constant Heat Sealer
Direct Heat Sealer (also known as Constant Heat Sealers)  are equipped with a thermostat or an electronic thermos controller that accurately controls the 

temperature from 30°-550° F (0°-300° C).  Depending on the heat sealers model a constant heat sealer can seal material up to 15mm in width and 8 mil in 

thickness. Direct Heat Sealer with constant heat controller maintain constant heat in both of the device’s jaws to provide better heat penetration when 

sealing thicker materials and create wide seals on heavier bags.

Direct Heat Sealer are a specialty sealer that is not for the common use of bag sealing operations, but especially ideal for thicker material such as coated 

aluminium foil, Kraft paper, cellophane, mylar, coated PP. 

CFV Series Vertical Constant Heat Sealer
CFV Series Vertical Constant Heat Sealer are Designed for applications that require vertical sealing such as the packaging of powders and liquids as well 

as very heavy bags that are difficult to lift. CFV Series are excellent for sealing polycell films, humidity-proof cellophane film, polyethylene film, 

aluminium foil coated bags and gusset bags. CFV Series able to create mesh seal or line seal upon sealing. 

TECHNICAL DATA

MODEL 600CFV

Voltage 1 Phase 240V 

Sealing Power 640 W

Sealing Length 600 mm

Sealing Width

10 mm

15mm

Machine Dimension 470mmL x 520mmD x 1400mmH 

Machine Weight 35 Kg

Sealing Jaw Top & Bottom

Heat Time Setting 80 - 250°C

Machine Structure Die-Cast with powder coat
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